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PRODUCT USER MANUAL

Please read the manual carefully before using this product.
909.839.0881



MINI SHIELD

FACE SHIELD

LIGHT-CURE 
FILTER

VISOR

PRODUCT INFORMATION

iVisor is our classic reusable visor and shield kit that provides 
full-face protection against sprays, splashes, and spatters of body 
fluids. The barrier face shield features an anti-fog coating to provide 
superior optical clarity in all environments, while the visor includes 
a thick foam bumper and ventilation hole for comfort and 
breathability. The visor and shield can be decontaminated by 
washing them with warm water and soap or by cold sterilization 
with a hard surface disinfectant.

• Reusable visor and shield kit for full-coverage face protection
  against fluids
• Anti-fog coating allows exceptional optical clarity in wet or
  steamy environments
• Features thick foam bumper and shielded ventilation hole for
  user comfort
• Kit can be easily and quickly sanitized for reuse 
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Cleaning & Maintenance

Shields may be reused after contamination by washing them with 
warm water and disinfectant soap and then air drying. Shields 
may also be cold-sterilized by wiping them with a hard surface 
disinfectant solution until the surface is visibly wet. Wipe the 
shields with a soft cloth. Do not use paper towels as they will 
scratch the shield’s surface. It is recommended to remove the 
shield from the visor before any decontamination process and 
reinstall it after fully drying. It is strongly recommended to dispose 
heavily contaminated face shields and replace them with a new 
one. The reusable visor may also be decontaminated by the 
processes listed above. Do not autoclave the visor or the shields.  

V016 (6 Face Shields)

iVisor Replacement 

Face Shields Mini Shields

V014 (6 Mini Shields)

Light-Cure Filter

V019 (6 Light-Cure Filters)V015 (3 Face Shields)



PRODUCT INFORMATION

iVisor Colors

White iVisor Violet iVisor

Blue iVisor Pink iVisor Teal iVisor

V013B (Blue Visor Kit) V013PK (Pink Visor Kit) V013T (Teal Visor Kit)

V013W (White Visor Kit) V013V (Violet Visor Kit)
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USER INSTRUCTIONS

Read the instructions carefully before use and save it for 
future reference.

Face Shield Mounting

STEP ONE: Gently peel o� the 
protective film from both sides of 
face shield.

STEP TWO: Carefully note the 
location of each tab on the visor 
and its corresponding slot on the 
face shield.

STEP THREE: Beginning with 
either side, fully snap each tab 
into its corresponding slot.

STEP FOUR: If installed properly, 
the face shield should be 
positioned between the frame of 
the visor and the 4 locking rods. 



USER INSTRUCTIONS

Mini Shield Mounting

STEP ONE: Peel the protective 
film from both sides of the mini 
shield.

STEP TWO: Beginning with either 
side, slide the side tab of the mini 
shield into its corresponding air 
vent on the top of the visor until 
the side indent locks into place.

STEP THREE: Slide the other side 
tab into the remaining air vent 
until it locks into place. 

STEP FOUR: Turn the visor upside 
down and push the mini shield 
until it locks into place on top of 
the center tab.
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Light-Cure Filter Mounting (For Dental Professional Use Only)

STEP ONE: Peel the protective 
film from both sides of the 
light-cure filter.

STEP TWO: Gently peel o� both 
adhesive backing strips from the 
light-cure filter.

STEP THREE: Adhere the 
light-cure filter to the inside of the 
face shield at eye level.

STEP FOUR: When attached 
properly, light-cure filters can be 
used as a bifocal to protect the 
eyes during light-curing 
procedures. 


